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Running through the waters
when your heart can't hear you how

You
"You know I can't hear you when the water's running." If there must be one sentence to summarize these three plays by Robert Anderson, this is the logical choice. It's a statement we've all heard and certainly one that everyone has delivered at one time or another.

Anderson's plays are populated by genuinely human characters undergoing emotional experiences, sometimes almost disturbingly like our own. Granted, it's at least a bit difficult for people to be grabbed by the collective collars and have a mirror jammed in front of their faces, but from time to time, it's just plain necessary. Besides, it could well help to clear up their outlook on things around them.

In "Shock of Recognition," playwright Jack Barnstable insists that the theatre be a place where people can see "the ironies, paradoxes and absurdities of life." What better way than to put the funhouse mirror onstage?

It's quite easy to get involved in this production, given the proper state of mind. So observe. Become a part of it (if you're not already). Life has a habit of following people around.

Turn off the water and listen!
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